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Civil rights is the right thing to do, and it's good for business.
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The Equal Rights Center
Fair Housing Training and Compliance Services
www.equalrightscenter.org
Our Vision

The ERC provides training, compliance testing, and best practices technical assistance to help housing professionals maintain compliance with civil rights laws. Through the relationships we create, we promote equal access and opportunity for all, because being committed to civil rights is not only the right thing to do, it’s also smart business.

Our Expertise

Since its founding in 1983, the ERC has been a fair housing leader in our home community of greater Washington, D.C. and across the nation. Our staff provide trainings for housing providers, community partners, and government agencies including FHAPs. Our online courses and resources educate and empower stakeholders across the country to honor and promote fair housing.

Our Services

The ERC can help you understand and maintain compliance with civil rights laws. Our expertise covers general fair housing as well as more specific topics, like source of income protections and accommodations for people with disabilities.

E-Learning

The ERC’s online learning platform offers interactive courses that you can complete at your own pace.

Live Classes

For a more communal experience, the ERC offers live classes either in-person or via webinar.

Compliance Testing

Testing is a controlled process designed to identify differences in treatment afforded to individuals who are similar in every significant respect except the variable being tested (i.e. race or number of children). Testing allows the ERC to measure compliance with civil rights laws and offer targeted recommendations.

Learn more: equalrightscenter.org/our-programs/compliance-and-training/
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